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KI's seating collections are designed for comfort and durability, each 
created for their specific functions. Award-winning student, lounge 
and high-density stackable chairs to complement every environment 
from classrooms to boardrooms.



Grafton

The generous perforations of Grafton’s distinctive injection-moulded backrest 
provide better ventilation and flexibility. This unique feature was created to 
offer the comfort of a mesh backed chair without compromising on durability. 
The rolled edges of the backrest are mirrored on the seat shell to create a 
waterfall edge. The chair’s configuration options support agile learning and 
maintain a consistent design aesthetic across a campus.

15 year guarantee. 

Elegant, durable & versatile
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Grafton Options
• 4-leg chair with optional castors
• Stacks to 8 high on the floor (6 if upholstered)
• Available in 8 polypropylene colours
• Optional upholstered seat pad
• Certified EN16139:2013, Test Level 1
• Certified Indoor AdvantageTM Gold
• 15 year warranty* 

*15 years warranty on seat shell, 1 year warranty on moving parts.

Grafton 4-Legs Chair Grafton 4-Legs Chair on Castors Grafton Task Chair

Grafton is available in three options:

Polypropylene seat or
upholstered seatpad

Task base with
castors or glides

Optional 360° 
swivelling tablet arm

Task chairs with black, 100%
recycled polypropylene shroud 
to protect understructure

Polypropylene seat &
backrest in 8 colours

Stacks to 8 high
(6 if upholstered)

Frame in Black or Silver Grey

Perforated backrest for added
flexibility & ventilation

Waterfall seat edge

Optional castors for
hard or soft floors

Features

Specifications

Polypropylene Colours

*Blue Grey is colour-matched to Iron Grey polypropylene available on other KI seating products. 

Cool Grey Blue Grey Flannel Black

Surf’s Up Nordic Grass Green Cayenne

Frame Colours

Black Silver Grey

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options
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Hatton

Hatton is the perfect multi-purpose chair. Light, stackable and easy to move 
around, it allows spaces to be quickly reconfigured. The distinctive silhouette 
incorporates comfort and durability, formed of a single piece of injection-
moulded polypropylene and fibreglass blend. Hatton is a low maintenance, 
easy to clean seating option for indoor and outdoor spaces such as cafes, 
classrooms and sports venues. 

5 year guarantee. 
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Elegant, streamlined simplicity



Hatton Options

• Single piece injection-moulded poly/fibreglass blend
• Available in 8 colours
• Certified to BS EN 16139, Level 1
• Certified Indoor Advantage™ Gold - Furniture
• 100% recyclable 
• 5 year warranty 

Hatton is available in one option:

Available in 8 colours

Single piece injection moulded
polypropylene/fibreglass blend

Built-in UV filter for outdoor use

Features

Specifications

Textured surface to prevent slippage

Waterfall seat edge

Glides fitted as standard
to protect all floor types

Stackable to 8 on floor,
18 on transport dolly

Polypropylene Colours

Cottonwood Ash Grey Iron Grey Flannel

Aqua Blue Parrot Green Tangerine Fizz Poppy Red
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Stackable elegance for multipurpose spaces, inside and outside. The elegant, streamlined 
silhouette of these chairs is created with a 100% recyclable, one-piece injection-moulded 
polypropylene/glass fibre blend. Its built-in UV protection makes it suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use.  
 
Strong, comfortable and light, it is stackable to 8 high on the floor, or 18 high on its 
transport dolly. Its subtle curved backrest features an integrated grab handle to make the 
chair easy to move around and quickly reconfigure a space.



Maestro

A contemporary and comfortable stacking chair, the Maestro is a popular 
choice for multifunctional spaces such as libraries, halls, cafeterias, social 
areas and classrooms. Adaptable to the ever changing needs of pupils, these 
chairs withstand the toughest environments while being light enough to quickly 
reconfigure the layout of any learning space.  

15 year guarantee. 
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Durable, comfortable & versatile high density 
seating for dynamic spaces



Maestro Options

Maestro Plastic

Maestro is available in four options:

Optional removable flip-folding
tablet arm for left or right hand

Waterfall seat edge

Textured surface to 
prevent slippage

11mm solid steel rod,
360° weld for strength

Stackable to 10 high on 
the floor. Stacks to 38 
high on transport dolly

Two-piece injection moulded
polypropylene seat & backrestOptional seatpad & upholstered backrest 

available in multiple fabric & vinyl options, 
plastic bumpers fitted to protect upholstery 
when stacked

Multiple ganging & non-ganging
glide options available

Features

Maestro Upholstered 
Backrest

Maestro Upholstered Seat Maestro Fully Upholstered

• Solid steel rod frames in chrome or 30 paint finishes
• Polypropylene seat & back rest available in 25 colours
• Right/left hand removable tablet in Graphite Nebula
• Optional seat pad for added comfort
• Stackable to 38 high on transport dolly
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Polypropylene Colours

Black Flannel Black Nordic

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options
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Myke

Myke is a stackable seating solution that allows spaces to be configured in 
numerous ways, quickly and easily. The optional folding tablet arm eliminates 
the need for tables, facilitating rapid transformation between group and 
individual activities. Always mounted on the right armrest, Myke’s generous 
tablet arm provides a robust worksurface suitable for right- and left-handed 
users. When not required, the chairs can be stacked and stored neatly out of 
the way, with a minimal footprint.

15 year guarantee. 
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Stacking chairs for versatile, agile learning spaces



Myke Options

Myke Chair With Arm 
and Tablet

Myke is available in three options:

Strong, lightweight polypropylene &
fibreglass blend available in 5 colours

Rubber glides suitable
for all floor types

Optional folding right-handed
tablet arm with integrated 
armrest

Textured, anti-slip surface
for added comfort

All models stack to 10 high 
on floor, 15 on transport 
dolly

Available without armrests

Integrated shock absorber for
added support & flexibility

Waterfall seat edge

Features

• Solid steel rod frames in chrome
• Polypropylene seat shell available in 2 colours
• Seat & backrest can be upholstered
• Right/left hand removable tablet arm in 2 sizes & finishes
• Unupholstered chairs are stackable to 8 (floor) or 25 (dolly)
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Frame Colours

Arctic White Light Tone Warm Grey Ultra Blue Grass Green
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Myke Chair no arms Myke Chair with arms



Perry

The Perry chair is a stylish, elegant design with a unique articulated back 
movement for longer, more comfortable seating periods. 

Renowned sculptor and designer Charles Perry developed the Perry chair 
and its principle of articulation. The seat is suspended from the lower back, 
so the occupant’s weight perfectly counterbalances the tilting pressure on 
the backrest. This unique, maintenance-free articulating backrest allows for 
movement and provides support in any position. The result: comfort you never 
expected from a high density stacking chair. 

15 year guarantee. 
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Unrivalled HD comfort since 1991



Perry Options

Perry Fully Upholstered

Perry is available in four options:

Polypropylene seat shell available 
in 2 colours

Option of plastic or fabric 
finish

Optional - removable tablet arms

Unupholstered chairs are 
stackable to 8 (floor) or 25 
(dolly)

Solid steel rod frames in chrome

Features

• Solid steel rod frames in chrome
• Polypropylene seat shell available in 2 colours
• Seat & backrest can be upholstered
• Right/left hand removable tablet arm in 2 sizes & finishes
• Unupholstered chairs are stackable to 8 (floor) or 25 (dolly)
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Frame & Tablet Arm Colours

Black Light Tone

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options

Perry Plastic Perry Upholstered 
Backrest

Perry Upholstered Seat
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Ricochet

Ricochet stools support student movement, which is essential for cognitive 
development. Featuring a rounded base for an active sit, Ricochet stools offer 
freedom to fidget, which can help keep bodies and minds engaged. With its 
small scale and light weight, Ricochet is easy for students and teachers alike 
to carry and reposition as needed. When flipped, the gently concaved top 
with waterfall edge nests with the convex base to stack up to 3-high. Ricochet 
comes in four heights from 300mm to 450mm. The colour options offer playful
appeal, while all-poly construction and a nonslip base design ensure durability 
and stability for years to come.

15 year guarantee. 
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An active sit for engaged learning



Ricochet Options

Ricochet Stool

Richochet is available in one option in 
four different heights - 300mm, 350mm, 
400mm and 450mm. 

Stackable to 3 high (upside down)

400 pound (181kg) weight rating

Slightly concave seat pad with textured 
surface for added comfort

Non-slip thermoplastic rubber base is 
suitable for carpet & hard floors

Features

• Available in 4 heights - 300, 350, 400 & 450mm (all 300mm diameter)
• Stackable to 3 high (upside down)
• Non-slip thermoplastic rubber base is suitable for carpet & hard floors
• Slightly concave seat pad with textured surface for added comfort
• Exceeds BIFMA X5.1-2017 seating durability test and drop test
• 400 pound (181kg) weight rating

Specifications

Polypropylene Colours

Parrot Green Aqua Blue Ash Grey Sugar Plum Tangerine Fizz
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Ruckus

Ruckus is not so much an evolution as a revolution. It looks like nothing else. It 
can be used like nothing else. Inspiring and innovative, it transforms learning 
spaces like nothing else. 

Movement is essential to cognitive development and learning, which is why 
Ruckus has been designed to encourage an ‘as you like it’ sitting experience. 
Learning spaces quickly transform from ‘head’s down’ concentration to more 
interactive group activities, giving instructors the freedom to teach as they 
prefer. 

15 year guarantee. 
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Shaking up learning spaces



Ruckus Options

Ruckus 4 Leg

Ruckus is available in seven options:

Frames are constructed with 
25mm outside diameter 
13-gauge steel tubing

Optional upholstered 
seat pad

Seat and backrest are 
fiberglass reinforced 
polypropylene

Optional bookrack for stack chairs

Features

Ruckus 4 Leg Castors Ruckus 4 Stack Ruckus 4 Stack Castors

Ruckus 4 Stool Ruckus 4 Stool Castors Ruckus Task

• Seat and backrest are fiberglass reinforced polypropylene
• Frames are constructed with 25mm outside diameter 13-gauge steel 

tubing
• Frames are either nickel-chrome plated or finished in powder-coat paint
• Available as 4-leg or stack chairs in 381mm or 457mm seat heights
• Available in 25 standard poly colours, 31 frame finishes
• Optional bookrack for stack chairs, in matching or contrasting finishes
• Choose from glides or castors
• Optional upholstered seat pad
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.

Specifications

Polypropylene Colours

Black Flannel Black Nordic

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options
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Torsion

Exceptional comfort is provided by a smooth back articulation created by 
a unique patented torsion spring mechanism. Coupled with a light design 
aesthetic, Torsion on the Go!’s unrivalled comfort and practicality make it one
of the most specified multipurpose chairs in the market. The unique oversized 
articulating tablet arm folds down for efficient nesting. 

15 year guarantee. 
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A supremely intelligent approach to the requirements 
of multi-purpose rooms



Torsion Options
Torsion is available in ten options:

Optional oversized articulating 
tablet arm folds down for efficient 
nesting

Unique patented torsion 
spring mechanism creates a 
smooth back articulation for 
exceptional comfort

Offers a light design 
aesthetic and unrivalled 
comfort and practicality

Features

• Highly mobile, nesting chairs
• Large flip up and folding nesting tablet arm
• Torsion sprung tilting backrest with integrated handle
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• Designed by Giancarlo Piretti
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Frame & Tablet Arm Colours

Black Light Tone

Torsion Air 4 Legs Torsion Air 4 Legs Arms Torsion Air Nesting Chair Torsion Air Nesting 
Chair Arms

Torsion Air Sled Torsion Air Sled Arms Torsion Task Chair Torsion Task Chair Arms

Torsion Task Stool Torsion Task Stool Arms

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options
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Matrix

Matrix chairs can stack up to 45 high on a transport dolly and still fit through a 
standard doorway, maximising space efficiency. The polypropylene seat and 
back are available in 24 colours and can be upholstered for added comfort.
Optional removable tablet arms add versatility to this popular choice for 
multifunctional spaces such as libraries, halls, cafeterias, social areas and 
classrooms.

15 year guarantee. 
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High density elegance for dynamic, flexible 
and multipurpose environments 



Matrix Options

Matrix Fully Upholstered 

Matrix is available in four options:

Right/left hand removable 
tablet arm

Solid steel rod frames in 
chrome

Stackable to 45 high 
on transport dolly

Matrix features field-
replaceable seats and 
backs for easy care and 
longer service life

Features

• Solid steel rod frames in chrome or 30 paint finishes
• Polypropylene seat shell available in 25 colours
• Right/left hand removable tablet arm in 53 finishes
• Stackable to 45 high on transport dolly
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• Designed by Thomas Tolleson
• 15 year warranty

Specifications

Polypropylene Colours

Matrix Plastic Matrix Upholstered 
Backrest

Matrix Upholstered Seat

Black Flannel Black Nordic

Tablet Colours

Frosty White Black Laminate

Option to link chairs 
with Lexan glides

Matrix Transport Dolly for 
Cushion Chairs

Matrix Transport Dolly for 
Poly Chairs 

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options
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Strive

Strive offers low-cost comfort in a versatile collection of seating products. 
Its flexible backrest encourages movement, relaxation and enhanced 
circulation. The radiused backrest conforms to the user’s body shape, providing 
exceptional support. The contoured seat dissipates pressure points for even 
greater comfort. Strive’s simple, yet elegant style is at home everywhere from 
corporate interiors to education and healthcare environments. Available in 
a vast range of finishes and optional upholstered seat pads, Strive offers a 
consistent design language in an extended seating line. 

15 year guarantee. 
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A collection of simple, ergonomic & elegant 
seating for all learning spaces 



• Polypropylene seat shell
• BIFMA tested: ANSI/BIFMA x5.1
• Designed by Giancarlo Piretti
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Frame & Tablet Arm Colours

Black Light Tone

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options

Strive Options
Strive is available in nine options:

Optional stanard or oversized 
articulating tablet arm folds down 
for efficient nesting

Option to have upholstered 
seat, backrest or both. 

Flexible backrest 
encourages movement

Features

Strive 4 Legs Strive 4 Legs Castors Strive Cafe Stool Strive High-Density Chair 

Strive High-Density Stool Strive Nesting 
Chair Castors

Strive Nesting 
Chair Glides

Strive Task Chair

Strive Task Stool Strive Writing Table 
Transport Dolly
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Learn2

Adept, flexible and student-focused, Learn2 seating transforms learning 
environments. It goes wherever it’s needed and can be arranged in any 
configuration you can imagine. Mobile, adaptable Learn2 facilitates individual 
work or small to large group teaming. Learn2 provides the ultimate flexibility 
with its fully adjustable, non handed work surface and a swivel seat.

15 year guarantee. 
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Dynamic and versatile, Learn2 creates engaged learning spaces



• Laminate or plastic worksurface measures W546mm x D330mm
• Frame is powder coated 14-gauge 1” diameter steel tubing with 13-gauge steel seat plate
• Worksurface support tube rotates around the chair seat 220 degrees; gusset rotates around 

the support tube 154 degrees
• Carpet or hard-floor casters, or glides
• 15 year warranty 

Specifications

Please contact sales or visit the website to view full list of fabric options

Learn2 Options
Learn2 is available in four options:

Features

Learn2 Doni Learn2 Grazie Learn2 Intellect Wave Learn2 Strive

Plastic Colours

Black Flannel Black Nordic

Frame Colours

Black Silver Grey

Polypropylene & laminate 
writing tablets

Seat pads in fabric or 
vinyl can be added

Flat accessory rack

Standard accessory rack Cup accessory rack
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